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Principal’s Message  

 

 
 
I am happy to note that the editorial board brings out newsletter for the period January to March 2019. 

It is great to find a considerable number of participants in co-curricular and extracurricular activities 

which certainly prove that our staff and students are adequately equipped and possess necessary skill-

sets to bring such laurels to the institution. 

Dr. C.V.Subba Rao 
 

HOD’s message  

 
 

Am very happy that our Computer science and engineering is releasing Newsletter. It is a platform to 

bring out the hidden talents of students and faculty. The major strength of the department is a team of 

well qualified and dedicated faculties who are continuously supporting the students for their academic 

excellence. We have arranged several guest lectures and workshops for our 2nd, 3rd and 4th year 

students in this semester.  The department has already applied for the NBA accreditation. I hope the 

NBA committee will be visiting our department in the coming semester. So let us work together for the 

achievement of this goal. I would like to thank all my colleagues for their tireless efforts to help the 

department progress at a very steady pace. 

Mr. T.V.Subrahmanyam 
 



  

 

Department of Computer Science and Engineering 

 

The Department of Computer Science & Engineering was started in the year 2008. With an 

intake of 60, now total strength of the department is 480. The college conducts the 

examinations and the degree is awarded by JNTUK Kakinada. University incorporates latest 

developments in Basic Computer Science, Programming, Application development, 

Communication, Data mining and warehousing and allied fields in a dynamic fashion so that the 

student is exposed to the latest technological advancements during the course of study. 

 

Vision of the Department 

To produce highly knowledgeable computer science and engineering professionals comprising 

of technical skills & competence to meet the global requirements embedding with research, 

ethical values and societal commitment. 

Mission of the Department 

 Impart quality education in computer science and engineering through innovative 

teaching and learning methodologies. 

 Conduct industry ready skill development programs to bridge the gap between 

academia and industry to produce competitive software professionals with research and 

lifelong learning. 

 Inculcate team work, ethical values to make them socially committed professionals. 

Program Educational Objectives (PEOs) 

PEO 1: Graduates will have solid foundation in fundamentals of computer science and 

engineering required to solve computing problems and create innovative software products 

and solutions for the real life problems. 

PEO 2: Graduates will have technical competence and skills to use modern and cost-effective 

tools and technologies and have extensive and effective practical skills in computer science and 

engineering to pursue a career as a computer engineer. 

PEO 3: Graduates will have attributes like professionals with world class academic excellence, 

ethics, best practices, values, social concerns, lifelong learning and openness to other 

international cultures to meet the global needs. 

PEO 4: Graduates will have managerial and entrepreneur skills with cross-cultural etiquettes, 

leading to a sustainable competitive edge in R&D and meeting societal needs. 



  

 

Guest Lecture 

A number of Guest Lectures from various Institutional and Industrial Experts in the field were 

organized by department OF CSE for in-depth understanding of the subjects. Table shows the 

list of some guest lecturers organized. 

Date Topic Resource person 

17/3/2018 Data Analytics - Cluster analysis Dr.Tirumala Rao, Professor 
& HOD,Dept.of CSE, NEC, 
Narasarao pet. 

28/01/2018 COMPUTER NETWORKS Aziz Sheikh, Software 

 

Workshop 

Date Topic Resource person 

10/2/2018 Data mining  

25/01/2018 Python Training APSSDC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

Three Days Workshop on PYTHON 

 

Students who participated outside a state 

S.No Name of the student Date Title of the 

event 

College/university 

& location 

1 MAKKENA RAJENDRA 
PRASAD 

4/1/2018 Grid computing SRM university, 
Chennai 

2 NALAMOTHU AJAY 4/1/2018 Grid computing SRM university, 
Chennai 

3 SANGA VENKATA GOPINATH 4/1/2018 Grid computing SRM university, 
Chennai 

4 SWARNA SRI HARSHA 4/1/2018 Grid computing SRM university, 
Chennai 

5 TANIKONDA AJAY 4/1/2018 Grid computing SRM university, 
Chennai 

6 UPPUTURI SAI VINEETH 4/1/2018 Grid computing SRM university, 
Chennai 

7 THANIKONDA RAJASEKHAR 4/1/2018 Grid computing SRM university, 
Chennai 

8 ARE LOHITH SAI 4/1/2018 Grid computing SRM university, 
Chennai 

 

 

 

 



  

Placement Training 

S.NO Date of the 
Event 

Resource person Details of training Program 

1 24.3.2018 Mr.R.Shiva career Opportunities in Core 
industry 

2 25.2.2018 Mr.Chandhrababunaidu(APCM) Career Guidance Awareness 
video conference with AP CM 

3 23.2.2018 Mr.Maneeshjain,Mr.Pradeep Corporate Training on 
Oracle,networking&apps designs 

4 21.2.2018 Mr.GovindhaRao,Mr.Pradeep Corporate Training on 
Embedded systems, networking 

& MAT lab 5 9.2.2018 Mr.Maneeshjain, Mr.Pradeep Corporate Training on Oracle, 
networking & apps designs 

6 5.2.2018 Mr.GovindhaRao, Mr.Pradeep Corporate Training on 
Embedded systems, networking 

& MATLAB 
 

Placement  

The following final year students of our college got placed in various organizations. 

Programs Name and Assessment Year(2017-2018) 

S.No 
Name of the Student 

Placed 
Enrollment No Name of the 

Employer 
Appointment 

Letter 
Reference 

number with 
Date 

1 
CHILLARA HEMA 14MA1A0507 ICICI Bank, Chennai 17/02/2018 

2 
PUSPA LATHA 14MA1A0508 KARVY, Hyderabad 22/03/2018 

3 
DIVI PRIYANKA 14MA1A0509 VR Enterprises, 

Vijayawada 
23/03/2018 

4 
GARIKAPATI.VENKATA 
RAMANA 

14MA1A0510 VR Enterprises, 
Vijayawada 

23/03/2018 

5 
G.LAKSHMI ALEKHYA 14MA1A0511 KARVY, Hyderabad 22/03/2018 

6 
GONELA AMANI 14MA1A0512 VR Enterprises, 

Vijayawada 
23/03/2018 

7 
JADDU NAGA SRIDEVI 14MA1A0515 VR ENTERPRISES, 

Vijayawada 
23/03/2018 

8 
KONKA KALYANI 14MA1A0517 VR ENTERPRISES, 

Vijayawada 
23/03/2018 

9 
MANDAPALLI SUKANYA 14MA1A0518 Raxa Academy, 

kodur 
20/03/2018 

10 
P.NAGAMANI 14MA1A0523 KARVY, Hyderabad 22/03/2018 

11 
N.BHARGAVI 14MA1A0524 KARVY, Hyderabad 22/03/2018 

12 
N.LAKSHMIBHAVANI 14MA1A0525 KARVY, Hyderabad 22/03/2018 

13 
PETA ANUSHA 14MA1A0529 GEMINI SYSTEMS 

Chennai 
20/3/2018 

14 
P.RAVALI SAI 14MA1A0532 KARVY, Hyderabad 22/03/2018 



  

15 
RAVIPATI PRASANTHI 14MA1A0534 Axis Securities Ltd, 

Hyderabad 
23-03-2018 

16 
V.CHANDRA SAHITHI 14MA1A0538 KARVY, Hyderabad 22/03/2018 

17 
KADIYALA RAMESH 14MA1A0548 MMC Health Care 

Services, 
Secunderabad 

27/03/2018 

18 
CHAVA SWATHI 14MA1A0571 GOOD THROUGH 

S/W SOLUTIONS, 
,Bangalore 

23/03/2018 

19 
GADDE KALPANA 14MA1A0576 Premier Health 

Services, 
Vijayawada 

24/03/2018 

20 
GOPAVARAPU SWATHI 14MA1A0581 MMC HEALTH CARE 

SERVICES, 
Secunderabad 

27/03/2018 

21 
JANAKI SAI MEENA 
KONURU 

14MA1A0583 GOOD THROUGH 
S/W SOLUTIONS, 

Bangalore 

23/3/2018 

22 
KORA BHARATH KUMAR 14MA1A05A9 Karvy, Hyderabad 22/03/2018 

23 
KADIYALA REVATHI 14MA1A0516 MAALAKSHMI IT 

Services,  
Mangalagiri 

23/03/2018 

24 
NARRA VENKATA JHANSI 14MA1A0526 Axis Securities Ltd, 

Hyderabad 
23/05/2018 

25 
PATHAKOTTU SRAVANI 14MA1A0528 HDFC Bank, Chennai 22/03/2018 

26 
RAVIPATI SRINIVAS 14MA1A0554 HDFC Bank, Chennai 23/03/2018 

27 
BALINENI HARIKA 14MA1A0566 MVR Enterprises, 

Vijayawada 
25/3/2018 

 

 



  

PROGRAMS CONDUCTED BY EDC 

S.NO Name of the 

Resource person 

Name of the Event Beneficiary Date of the 

Event 

1 Mr. J.Stalin, 
Manager, Royal 

Marines Exports Pvt. 
Ltd, Bapatla 

Women Entrepreneurship 

Development 

Students of 
different years & 

different 
branches 

 

09.02.2018 

2 Mr. S. Subbarao, 
Manager, HLL, 

Tirupathi 

Digital Marketing for New Business 
Promotions 

Students of 
different years & 

different 
branches 

 

23.02.2018 

 

 

Activities beyond Curriculum 

Blood Donation Camp 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

Awareness Programme on Research Development 

 

 

 

Women Safety Awareness Programme 

 

 



  

Awareness Programme on Entrepreneurship  

 

Traffic Awareness Programme 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

Celebrations 
Alumni Meet 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

QIS FEST 

Inter-Collegiate Techno Cultural Fest 

 

QIS-FEST 2018 is a National Level Students Meet, which witnesses the interfusion of 

competitions, inspirational talks, music, dance, pro-shows and much more. It is aimed at 

stimulating the youth to elevate aspirations, fight challenges and to achieve big. The objective 

of the program is to showcase the dynamism of the youth and to give an excellent platform for 

everyone to explore their talents. 

 

 

 



  

 

 

Technical Articles 

I n the present day, we cannot imagine our lives without the internet. It has 

touched our lives in a lot of ways, so much so we are largely dependent for a variety of 

activities ranging from a shopping to a job search. People are finding new ways to 

integrate the internet into their lives every day. But what if there is a possibility of the 

internet automating our lives, to the extent that we can get a cup of coffee 

automatically at a pre-determined time? The Internet of Things is a technology which 

helps us doing so. 

What is IoT? The Internet of Things (IoT) is a network of physical devices, 

vehicles, home appliance and other items embedded with electronics, software, sensors, 

actuators, and connectivity which enables these objects to connect and exchange data. 

These devices can arguably, be anything, from a coffee maker to say, a military 

drone. Networking these devices provides a wide range of technological uses in almost 

all industries. The possibilities with IoT are endless. Not just home automation (which 

is called domotics), monitoring air/water quality, soil conditions, management of 

industrial equipment through networking, predicting our needs based on daily 

routines, stress levels to managing power plants, reactors, innovative faming methods 

by monitoring environmental conditions, the diverse nature of IoT is undeniable. 

Internet of Things, ultimately, pumps in a large amount of extremely useful data 



  

about our physical surroundings which can offer a better insight as to what can be 

done to enhance the quality of it, not to mention the value of information in 

this digital age we live in. However, the wealth gained by information is not 

without a cost. Every device connected to the internet increases the number of 

vulnerabilities that can be exploited to access any given system through these devices, 

thus, raising concerns of privacy, misuse of data and of course, security. 

Nevertheless, IoT is still a popular bet as the benefits tremendously outweigh, its quite 

repairable, drawbacks. 

 

Blockchain: The Invisible Technology 

Large swaths of your digital life will soon run atop a blockchain foundation just beneath the 

surface—and you may not even realize it. 

B lockchain isn't a household buzzword, like the cloud or the Internet of Things. It's 

not an in-your-face innovation you can see and touch. But in a world where anyone can edit 

a Wikipedia entry, blockchain is the answer to a question we've been asking since the dawn 

of the internet age: How can we collectively trust what happens online? The blockchain is an 

undeniably ingenious invention – the brainchild of a person or group of people known by the 

pseudonym, Satoshi Nakamoto. But since then, it has evolved into something greater, and 

the main question every single person is asking is: What is Blockchain? “The blockchain is 

an incorruptible digital ledger of economic transactions that can be programmed to record 

not just financial transactions but virtually everything of value.” By allowing digital 

information to be distributed but not copied, blockchain technology created the backbone of a 

new type of internet. Originally devised for the digital currency, Bitcoin, the tech 

community is now finding other potential uses for the technology. 

Blockchain is a historical fabric underneath recording everything that happens—

every digital transaction; exchange of value, goods and services; or private data—exactly as 

it occurs. Then the chain stitches that data into encrypted blocks that can never be modified 

and scatters the pieces across a worldwide network of distributed computers or "nodes." The 

idea of decentralization By design, the blockchain is a decentralized technology. Anything 

that happens on it is a function of the network as a whole. Some important implications stem 

from this. By creating a new way to verify transactions aspects of traditional commerce 

could become unnecessary. A global network of computers uses blockchain technology to 

jointly manage the database that records Bitcoin transactions. That is, Bitcoin is managed 



  
by its network, and not any one central authority. Decentralization means the network 

operates on a user-to-user (or peer-to-peer) basis. The forms of mass collaboration this makes 

possible are just beginning to be investigated. Beyond Bitcoin Blockchain is the data 

structure that allows Bitcoin (BTC) and other up-and-coming crypto currencies such as 

Ether (ETH) to thrive through a combination of decentralized encryption, anonymity, 

immutability, and global scale. A "trustless system" doesn't mean it's a system you can't 

trust. Quite the opposite. Because the blockchain verifies each transaction through PoW, this 

means no trust is required between participants in a transaction. Where does the proof-of-

work come from? The miners. A P2P network of Bitcoin "miners" generates PoW as they hash 

blocks together, verifying transactions that then go into the ledger 

“When I send you an email or a PowerPoint file, I'm actually not sending you the 

original; I'm sending you a copy. That's great, and it has democratized information. But 

when it comes to assets; things like money, financial assets like stocks and bonds, loyalty 

points, intellectual property, music, art, a vote… sending you a copy is a really bad idea. If I 

send you $100, it's really important that I don't have the money afterward.” That’s the basic 

overview about the next big thing that is going to cause a huge revolution in the area of 

Computational technology. 

 

Puzzle Corner 
If I said that in three days' time it would be a Thursday, I am sure that most of you 

would have no difficulty telling me that today was a Monday.  

 

Try this one then. Yesterday was two days before Monday. What day is it today? Yes, you're right 

again. It's Sunday. Do you get the idea?  

 

Now let's tackle a similar question from The National Mathematics Contest (1991) Paper: 

 

Three days ago, yesterday was the day before Sunday. What day will it be tomorrow? 

 

 

 



  

Solution: 

 

When I tested this, the order of popularity of answers handed in were: Sunday (9), 

Thursday (4), Monday (3), Friday (2), Wednesday (1), Saturday (1). THE RIGHT ANSWER WAS 

THURSDAY. Why? 

 

Three days ago, yesterday was the day before Sunday, so three days ago was itself Sunday. 

That means today is Wednesday, so tomorrow is Thursday 
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